Legal formalities/ data protection
By accessing the website of Insolution Limited, you agree to the following conditions:
Content
Insolution doesn't guarantee the full correction, completion and updated data information on their website.
Business transaction
Contract, order and business language is in German.
Copyright
All content © 2003-2020 by Insolution Limited, if not stated otherwise, the establishment lies in Austria
All rights reserved. All Text, images, graphic, sound, animation and videos are protected under copyright.
It is forbidden to copy or change the content for commercial affairs or expose it to any third parties.
Hallmark
The company description/ sign ,Insolution' is a protected hallmark of Insolution Limited.
Regional limitation
This website is for the purpose of persons residing in Austria or Germany exclusively. The product of
Insolution is solely for the distribution of the Austrian or German market and therefore based on these
countries' legislative situation. Any information concerning additional, inconvenient aspects of the
business, Insolution Ltd. can only provide this data on behalf of the risk of each individual. This can lead
to changes in the contract between the customer and Insolution Ltd..
Network
Insolution carries no accountability in case of a restraint or limitation of the connection, which could be
caused by residual errors, technical difficulties, delays or other trouble shooting disturbances.
Viruses & Co
Insolution takes accountability only for slight negligence of received data or programs infected by viruses,
which are transferred via email.
Links
References of other internet participants on the web or possibilities of so called links.
Data protection
Insolution Limited is committed to protecting your privacy and will only use the information that we
collect from you lawfully. We do not use 'spam' which we define as random emails to personal email
addresses where the recipient has not been a customer of ours. This privacy policy explains how we use the
information we collect about you, how you can instruct us if you prefer to limit the use of that information
and procedures that we have in place to safeguard your privacy.
Confidentiallity
Despite security and confidentiality measures on the internet, there is no guarantee for data to be totally
secure. Insolution is only liable in cases of gross negligence from unjust or rightless applications or third
parties as well as unjust interferences of technical equipment.

e-mails
Once you give away your email address, you automatically agree to display messages publically. Terms and
conditions regarding limited liability rights to Insolution Ltd. apply also to emails in general.
Applicable legislation
Access to this website with all its procedures and obligations is subject to Austrian legislations.
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